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IF THERE ARE PRODUCTS ADVERTISED IN THIS PUBLICATION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE MORE
I N F O R M A T I O N A B O U T, P L E A S E C O N TA C T Y O U R S M A R T C H O I C E ® T E R R I T O R Y M A N A G E R .

CEO L ETTER

E

veryone has different visions of what they want from life and how they want to spend their
careers. In talking with many of our agents we’ve found how vastly different everyone’s
visions of their agency’s futures truly are – some want to reach a certain level and remain

there because they prefer to handle each and every transaction for their cherished customers
themselves. Others dream of expansion through acquisition and other means.
Whether you’re in the very beginning stages and looking to start your own agency, or increase
the size of your book of business, expand through acquisition, or planning to sell and retire, you
should never approach any new goal without a solid plan of attack. Luckily, a reliable partnership
with Smart Choice can help ease your way and assist you in putting your plans into action for
achievable results.
In this issue we’ve focused on helping you delve into the planning process to reach your goals in
the coming year – from data analysis to financial assistance, and beyond, there is solid advice from
a number of different contributors to help you along the way.
One thing we’ve remained committed to at Smart Choice since the very beginning, is ensuring

that agents have the independence and support they need to reach whatever goals they set for
themselves. By providing the right carrier access and product training from our home office and
state reps, we’ve enabled many agents to make the formidable and often intimidating transition
from captive to independent and help agencies of all sizes take the next step in their journeys.
Whether you’re in that captive group, or simply working in the insurance industry, and want to
open your own business, the team we have at Smart Choice are experts at helping agents every
step of the process. Our goal is to offer solid advice on everything from the basics of running a
business to helping you negotiate with and access top carrier partners.
Our own internal planning has always revolved around the singular goal of expanding the
independent agency marketplace because we truly believe it’s the best model for both agents and
consumers. Each and every day, the job we choose to do directly touches and affects people in
a very real way. We can be a lifeline to our customers if we commit to running our agencies in a
thoughtful and meaningful way – and that starts with being intentional about our strategies and
results through solid planning!
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from the
front line
By: Stephen Caldwell, Director, Financial Analysis, Smart Choice

DATA, DATA, DATA
How your agency’s data health is crucial to protecting and growing your business

When it comes to tracking, managing, and reporting data, each
agency, company or individual will have their own priorities.
Whether you’re tracking Premium totals, retention, new business,
umbrella, or BOP, all agencies can benefit from two things: Data
Integrity and Data security. Below are some insights into my own
experiences digging through spreadsheets, graphs, and digits to

• Identification: What are your company’s needs, wants
and wishes?
Just like when you’re looking to purchase your own home,
you have your “must have” list, but the indoor swimming pool,
basketball court, and 10 car garage are just nice bonuses that

accomplish these objectives.

certainly aren’t requirements. In the data world, “needs” are the

DATA INTEGRITY

things may sound easy at first, you will quickly realize what’s

Every company/agency, big or small, needs qualified data. How
you obtain, process, and analyze that data varies from personal

things your company can’t live without. While identifying these
missing with the first set of reports when someone says, “Can we
see this broken down by X, Y or Z?”

graphs and spreadsheets to a wide array of CRM and management

To identify holes in your data, take your current level of data

systems. In today’s world, efficiency and innovation are keys to

reporting and try to get to the most granular level possible.

maintaining low overhead costs and maximizing profitability.

Typically, these holes or gaps are the product of one of the following:

Three areas where companies can struggle with data integrity
are: Identification, Standardization, and Separation.

1. Habit: “This is how we did it years ago and it worked,”
2. Limitation: “Our system can only have X number of fields,” or,
3. Ignorance: “I don’t think we can do that.”
All of these can be chinks in the armor that keeps your agency
from reaching its full potential.

continued on page 8
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continued from page 7

So what SHOULD your data priorities be? My personal recommendation for minimum data point priorities include:

• Separation: Florist, Barber, Restaurant, 1968 Mustang.
(One of these things is not like the other.)

Time Period- (Day, Week, Month, Year)
Carrier- (Liberty, Travelers, CRC, RPS, Foremost, etc)
Line of business- (Home, Auto, Umbrella, BOP, Workers Comp, etc)
Classification- (Personal, Commercial, Life, Flood)
Type- (New, Renewal, Endorsement, etc)
Premium & Commission
Honorable mention: Rate, Effective Dates, and Expiration Dates.
• Standardization: Homeowners, Homowers,
HomeOwn, HO, H

Even if you have all the necessary datapoints identified and a
standardized naming structure, having data in the wrong bucket
can negatively impact your profitability. Separation of data is the
final step in ensuring data integrity. People and even machines
will inevitably make mistakes. The key to maintaining proper
separation of data is structure and auditing. “Catch-all” is a
common term used to describe the bucket into which we toss
anything we can’t classify. By using some of the methods of
Identification and Standardization listed above, you’re eventually
able to remove this bucket from your reports.

Regardless of which data point your agency/ company wants
to prioritize, to have reliable and efficient reporting you need
to have standardized processes and naming conventions.
Standardization is one of the hardest changes to implement
because every company has the same goal, to grow. The larger the
company and therefore amount of data, the harder implementing
a new standard becomes. Planning around implementation is
crucial. If you’re working in spreadsheets, utilize YouTube for
quick demonstrations on formulas and simple functions that can
expedite the transition. If you’re utilizing a management system,
make an organized plan to tackle segments of data over time so
that full implementation will take effect by the target date.
My personal recommendation for implementing standardization
is to take 3-6 months to identify the data set/s, finalize the
categories/descriptions, and create a plan to be fully implemented
at the start of a new reporting year.

Regardless of company size, everyone needs to have a second
pair of eyes looking over the data to question and confirm.
Separating green M&Ms from red ones seems like an easy task
at first, but as the pile gets larger the reds can get buried underneath the green. It doesn’t need to be every hour or day, but your
agency needs to decide on a reasonable period of time that an
audit of the data occurs.
I recommend having a recurring audit of data quarterly,
semi-annually, or annually depending on the capabilities of your
agency. Saying “we don’t have the time” can lead to an even bigger
time and money investment in the future, than finding an
accounting firm or setting aside the time to do it.
DATA SECURITY
“Bad actors” abound in all industries and do everything they can
to try and disrupt your workday. However, even without hackers
and thieves, your data can be lost due to natural causes or
even good old-fashioned bad luck. Luckily there are multiple
options that can protect your data such as data backups,
multifactor authentication, Cybersecurity Insurance, IT vendors,
management systems, and more.
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• Data Backups: From a USB stick to a Cloud

• Cyber Insurance, IT Vendors and Management Systems:
It’s okay to get a helping hand!

Each company stores their data differently, but many can be
categorized into physical or cloud. Each has pros and cons, but
how you choose to back up your data depends on cost, amount
of data and type of data you need to secure. Some may find that
having a USB stick or external hard drive is sufficient for their
needs, while others may have virtual backups that capture the
company’s network and files every few hours. The main thing
is that you have a method of recovering your data and that it's
recent enough to be relevant.
• Multifactor Authentication: the annoying text prompt
or application code

When your computer gets hit with ransomware, “Who you gonna
call?” Here’s a hint, it’s not the Ghostbusters! The insurance
industry is a large target for hackers due to the amount of
personal data agencies handle on a daily basis. While the unicorn
of an insurance agent that has a sales, analytical, and IT mind
may exist, it is safe to say it’s rare for one person to be able to
think about and handle all of these things.
So seek assistance! There are many carriers that provide
excellent levels of coverage and support through cyber insurance
policies. Likewise, there are many local, regional and national
vendors that provide IT support services to help protect and
prepare your company should the worst occur.
Finally, most management systems come with their own level of
security and data encryption. If you utilize an IT support vendor,
have them audit your management system or help you find a
management system to ensure you have the level of data security
required of you and your business.
My personal recommendation for data security is to check
the regulations in your state, consult with a cyber insurance
representative, and weigh the options on how to best protect

With hackers on the prowl, multifactor authentication presents

your company within your financial means.

a cost effective first line of defense against attackers. There are
numerous applications ranging from Google, Microsoft and Duo
that provide ease of use and implementation. The 30-60 seconds
it often takes to get the code is frustrating and feels time
consuming sometimes, but it is a much better alternative to

Stephen Caldwell

thousands or millions of dollars in fines and court costs you may
be on the hook for if your data is breached.
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and help you stay focused on
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solutions to grow your personal
lines revenue and manage your
business — more growth with
less effort.

To learn more, visit nationwide.com/proudpartner
or scan this code with your smartphone.
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GET STARTED
ON YOUR AGENCY’S
STRATEGIC PLAN IN
JUST THREE STEPS
By: Michael Miller, State Director, Smart Choice®

In 2013 Insurance Journal surveyed a number of independent

or hiring additional team members. Or, maybe you are planning

insurance agents about their formal business plans. Just 15 percent

to retire in five years. At three years, you may want to speak with

of respondents said they had a formal plan for the growth of their

your State Director about selling your agency and looking for a

agency. Are you part of that elite 15 percent, or are you with the 85

potential buyer. At one year, you may want to invest in a business

percent of agents who don’t have a plan for the future?

valuation.

If you’re one of the vast majority of agents without a formal plan,

Wherever you want to take your agency in the next five years,

I encourage you to set aside some time in your calendar between

write your goals down. Research has proved that simply writing

now and the end of the year to put together a strategic plan for

your goals down makes you more likely to work toward them.

your agency. I firmly believe that you can’t manage what you can’t

Step 3.

measure. Your strategic plan gives you the goals to shoot for so
you can move your agency toward growth over the next one to

Break Your 1-Year Growth Goal into

five years. Here are three steps you can take to get started on

Quarterly Benchmarks

your plan.

Step 1.

With your five-year, three-year, and one-year goals written

Take a Look at Where You’ve Been

Break the next year down into quarters. Then, take a look at your

To plot a course forward, you need to know where you’ve been
and how far you’ve come. Otherwise, how can you set realistic,
attainable, and challenging goals for your agency? Here are a few

down, it’s time to focus more closely on the next twelve months.
one-year goal. What will you need to accomplish each quarter to
meet this goal?
While your yearly goals may be broad, you can get specific on

pieces of data to review:

your quarterly goals. What actions will you and your team need

• Annual agency revenue

quarterly benchmarks that could help you meet your annual goal:

• Number of new and renewing customers over the last one to

• Offer life insurance to 100 percent of your new personal lines

to take to stay on track? Here are some examples of actionable

three years

clients.

• Number of customers you lost during that time

• Complete reviews with at least 90 percent of renewing clients.

• Number of policies in force

• Respond to at least 80 percent of calls and emails within 24

• Commissions for the last three years
If you have staff, you can run these numbers per staff member to
help them set their own goals once your strategic plan is in place.

Step 2.
Sketch Out Your 5-Year, 3-Year,
and 1-Year Growth Goals
Once you’ve taken a look at your past data, it’s time to set your
five-year, three-year, and one-year goals. Do you want to be a
$5 million agency in five years? That’s great! Where will you
need to be at in three years to stay on track to make that goal?
Where will you need to be at the end of next year?
Your strategic plan’s goals do not need to be growth-oriented.
Maybe you’ve lost customers due to inconsistent customer

hours.
• Add three new carriers to your agency offerings.
• Hire and train one additional CSR.
As you can see, all of these benchmark goals are actionable, assignable, and measurable. You can assign these goals to yourself
or a staff member. If you track your benchmark goal, you will
know instantly at the end of the quarter whether or not you’ve
achieved it.
Once you’ve created your strategic plan, share it with your team
and with your Smart Choice® State Director. Your team will be
integral to your success, and your State Director can support you
in meeting your goals and help hold you accountable. You’ve got
a lot of people invested in your success that you can lean on to
achieve your goals.

service. In this case, you could set goals to invest in staff training
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GET MORE WITH TRAVELERS
By: Travelers

A Responsive Partner Focused on Your Success.

Competitive Compensation With an Advantage.

Travelers provides unparalleled support to our agents. Through

Travelers compensation program is designed to reward

everything from comprehensive onboarding, training, marketing

profitability and growth. You’ll earn competitive commissions

and networking programs, to customer support and exceptional

and be eligible for supplemental income and bonuses, an

claims handling, our goal is to ensure you are successful and

important advantage of being appointed with Travelers.

profitable.
An Excellent Customer Claims Experience.
Support that Makes it Easier for You to Win More Business.

Our compassionate claims professionals and industry leading

Travelers recognizes the need to make it easier for you to

claims technology ensure your customers receive the timely

get things done. Travelers invests in its agents by providing

caring service you want for them.

innovative services, products and new technology.
A Breadth of Competitive Products from a Trusted Brand.
We redesigned our quote and issue platform to deliver:

Travelers is a leading provider of auto, home and business
property casualty insurance. For more than 160 years customers

•  An integrated experience across products
and lines of businesses;

have trusted us to be there with the right coverage when they
need us most.

•  The ability to simultaneously launch quotes
for multiple lines of business; and
•  Time-saving integration with comparative raters

Interested in becoming an
independent agent with Travelers?

and agency management systems.
We are continually improving our service to make it easier and
more efficient to do business with Travelers.

Scan here to apply

WHY DO AGENTS NEED
ACCESS TO PREMIUM FINANCING
AND WHAT VALUE CAN A LENDING PARTNER
BRING TO AN AGENCY?
By: Stonemark Premium Financing

Two years removed from the start of the pandemic and the global
economy continues to face a wealth of uncertainty. Rising interest
rates and continued inflationary pressure threaten nearly every
sector. In the insurance business, challenges abound as agents
navigate an ongoing hard market and shrinking capacity.
Faced with mounting concerns around increased employee costs
and limited cash flow, insureds are working with their agents to
secure premium financing for a broad spectrum of policies from
the simple to complex.
In many respects, the need for a premium financing partner has
never been stronger.
But when exploring premium financing solutions, not all providers
are the same. Beyond evaluating rate, it is important to understand the company’s financing capabilities, restrictions and
service standards.
Earlier this year, Smart Choice embarked on a partnership with
Stonemark, an industry-leading premium financing company
uniquely positioned to service policies across Commercial and
Personal Lines in both the U.S. and Canada.

Smart Choice agents are able to capitalize on Stonemark’s

Insureds are also able to use multiple forms of payment including

pre-negotiated rate chart, providing a competitive advantage

recurring payment processing through credit cards and ACH.

that enables them to sell more policies.

Stonemark is an H.W. Kaufman Group company, a global specialty

Founded nearly 40 years ago, Stonemark’s independent owner-

insurance organization that spans the industry’s top insurance

ship enables the company to offer flexibility in the types of risks

and risk management companies. Kaufman’s footprint includes

it finances. Because Stonemark is not bank-owned, the company

more than 60 offices in the U.S., Canada, U.K., Europe and South

can provide competitive financing solutions for Cannabis,

America. Privately held, family owned and operated for three

Personal and Commercial lines. Importantly, financing with

generations, Kaufman provides Stonemark with the financial

Stonemark will not impact the customer’s borrowing base at

freedom, flexibility and security to seamlessly deliver for its

financial institutions.

clients across the U.S. and Canada.

The same cannot be said of bank-owned entities, where federal

“Our independence really powers our competitive advantage,”

regulations limit their ability to finance a number of emerging

added Davies. “With so much consolidation in the industry, we

risk categories, like Cannabis.

recognize the value independent agents offer their clients given

“Stonemark’s team has really become an extension of my own,”
said one of our Smart Choice agents that has a longstanding

the freedom they have to offer them a variety of risk management
solutions.”

relationship with Stonemark. “They take the time to get to know

Davies notes that independent agents enjoy working with

us, to understand our needs and then recommend the solutions

like-minded independent organizations, like Stonemark.

that work best. We have been impressed by Stonemark’s ability
to utilize premium financing as an important resource to sell

“We share a commitment to high standards of service and in

more policies.”

simply getting the job done.”

The company has developed a reputation for its service

Over the past several months, Stonemark has significantly trans-

“

standards, honed over the last four decades.

formed its presence, adding top premium financing professionals
in Florida, Louisiana, Texas and California.

We share a commitment to high standards of
service and in simply getting the job done.”
-Elizabeth Davies, President, Stonemark

“Insurance is a relationship business and we view our partnership with agents as far more than just transactional financing,”
said Elizabeth Davies, President, Stonemark. “Our cancellation
rate is less than 4%. We are proactive in communicating with
agents and insureds when required. It results in happy insureds
and appreciative agents who earn more commissions.”
Stonemark also focuses on delivering a seamless experience for
its agents. The company provides agents with access to the Input1
system, now the industry standard in premium financing software. Input1 enables agents to easily quote, make payments and

“Our teams are sitting down with agents,
reviewing their books of business and strategizing on the best financing solutions to
assist the agent in writing more policies,”
said Davies. “Stonemark’s expertise is now
truly nationwide – we have teams that
understand the risk profiles in California,

Louisiana or Florida because that’s where they have worked and
lived for decades. I am proud of the partnerships being forged
with agents and the opportunity to continue growing together.”
Recently Davies attended a Smart Choice conference in Atlanta.
Among the feedback received, agents noted their appreciation
for the Stonemark rates, especially considering rate increases
across the board in nearly every sector. Additionally, areas
such as Workers Compensation, coupled with emerging risks
like Cannabis, will continue to be areas for growth within
premium financing.

run reports on their accounts.
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Not all products, coverages and discounts are available in all areas. 9023188 11/22

Here’s a great way to drive cross-selling:
Ask your customer if their vehicle has a hitch and then what
they’re towing and where they’re going. Chances are you'll
uncover a trailer full of risks you can insure with Foremost®,
just by putting the Hitch in Your Pitch®!

LEARN MORE AT FOREMOSTAGENT.COM

+1
+1

WHAT REALLY MATTERS
WHEN YOU’RE LOOKING FOR AN
INSURTECH PARTNER?
By: Vertafore

Picking the right technology can be a daunting task for any

with partners that have a strong, vetted relationship with the

independent agency. Whether you’re a one-person band or

InsurTech vendor.

orchestrating offices across multiple states, your agency’s needs
are unique—and you need solutions that fit your business.
These four metrics can help you successfully evaluate your
options and find the tools that work—and work together—to
support your business goals and needs.

Purpose-built for insurance
Insurance isn’t just like any other business, and it demands
technology solutions that are purpose-built by people who
understand our industry. Client journeys, workflows, metrics,
and growth strategies (just for starters) are unique to insurance
and are often not easily captured by or compatible with generic

Product agility
The best solutions are the ones that not only address the

technologies.

specific needs and pain points of the insurance industry, but also

Independent agencies often struggle when they attempt to

the ones that are built to evolve over time as agencies themselves

apply generic solutions for key functions like CRM and sales

evolve. Independent agencies are always looking for ways to grow

management. It’s like trying to get a square peg into a round

their book of business and expand their reach, and when that

hole. Instead, when working with technology partners dedicated

growth happens organically or through acquisition, InsurTech

to the insurance industry—and only the insurance indus-

applications need the ability to grow with them.

try—solutions will be better positioned to deliver a higher ROI,

InsurTech vendors should be dialed into their community and

employee adoption rate, and lower overall spend.

share their product vision to customers and prospects, showing

Look for a vendor that is dedicated to the insurance industry and

how dedicated they are to not only providing solutions for today’s

building technology. That vendor will be staffed with insurance

insurance market, but also tomorrow’s.

experts who understand the needs of agencies of all types and
will have developed strategies and considerations to solve a host

Open architecture

of insurance-specific pain points and bottlenecks.

There’s a saying among those who know our industry: if you’ve
met one independent agency, you’ve met one independent

An emphasis on partnership

agency. And that’s why one-size-fits-all technology solutions

Finally, whether it’s collaborating with agency customers

and cookie-cutter tech bundles rarely work in our industry.
A key to vendor partnership success is finding those with an open
API architecture approach to building solutions. What does that
mean? First look for InsurTech products that work well together.
For example, you want your agency management system to be
able to integrate with your rater and also be able to pull data

or working with industry leaders on best practices, vendors
that place an emphasis on partnerships are always looking at
what’s next and what’s best. This can impact everything from
investing in a better user experience and user interface (UX/
UI) to innovating with the latest trends in data security and a
continuous focus on customer education and support.

from your insurance CRM. “Open platform” is really just code for

The most customer focused InsurTech vendors are not operating

a more seamless user experience, less duplicate data entry, and

in a vacuum; rather they are working within the greater commu-

higher efficiency.

nity and the customers themselves to continuously innovate and

Second, when InsurTech platforms are built with an open

deliver the best in breed to their suite of solutions.

architecture, they allow for seamless integrations with

Agencies have a lot of choices in their InsurTech journey. With

other, complementary best-in-class solutions that help you run

the right partnership in place, agencies can find a vendor that

your business. Think functionalities like e-payments, digital

empowers them to build the tech stack that supports their needs

signatures, automated client communications, and other

and is designed for how they work—because one size rarely fits

hallmarks of a modern digital experience. With an open plat-

all.

form, these solutions can be onboarded quickly and reliably

To learn more about finding your modern agency technology ecosystem visit
https://www.vertafore.com/agency-ecosystem.
www.vertafore.com/smartchoice
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SMALL BUSINESS

A cut above
the rest
Work with the champion of independent agents,
taking advantage of our full suite of products to protect
your clients, plus programs and incentives that help your
agency thrive.
Talk to your territory manager or find one
at commercialportal.libertymutual.com
©2022 Liberty Mutual Insurance
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4 THINGS AGENTS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
SMALL COMMERCIAL CYBER INSURANCE
By: Liberty Mutual Insurance
Can you think of a small business that doesn’t use email? What

years, so it’s important that agents carefully review those types

about a small business that doesn’t use the internet? While

of risks with their clients and encourage them to carry adequate

cybercrime has traditionally been considered more of a concern

protection. The good news is, cyber endorsements have become

for larger organizations, that trend has shifted quickly. According

more comprehensive in addressing these emerging risks. In the

to digital security solutions provider Barracuda Networks,

past, coverage for misdirected payments might only kick in if a

small businesses are now three times more likely than large

hacker directly changed the routing or wire transfer information

organizations to be targeted by cybercriminals.

on a payment, but now it can cover voluntary separation payments
made by employees if they were manipulated by a hacker. Many

This presents a major opportunity for independent agents to help

cyber coverages offer clients more value than before and are well

ensure their clients are protected from this growing threat. Here

worth the investment.

are four things agents need to know about small commercial
cyber insurance:

Cybersecurity presents opportunity
for agents

Demand has skyrocketed
While many responsible business leaders are aware of growing
There’s been a longstanding demand for insurance products

threats in the cybersecurity space, some are still missing

that address cyber risk in the commercial space, but things

crucial information. According to a 2022 survey by CNBC, small

have reached a tipping point. Businesses of all sizes and from

business owners are overly confident about their cybersecurity

all industries are managing and relying on more data than

preparedness. While 6 in 10 small business owners indicated

ever before, resulting in heightened levels of risk exposure.

they are very or somewhat confident they could quickly resolve

Ransomware attacks in particular continue to skyrocket —

a cyberattack, less than half have taken basic cybersecurity steps

according to a 2021 report by Verizon, they nearly doubled in

like installing antivirus or malware software, strengthening

frequency in 2021. This has hiked up demand for cyber insurance

their passwords or backing up files on an external hard drive.

products among small businesses and independent agents alike.

And the repercussions could be very serious, with 60% of small
businesses that experience a cyberattack closing within a year.

Business cyber coverage is different from
personal cyber coverage

Agents have a unique opportunity to step into their role as a
trusted advisor and help educate clients about these critical

While it can feel like there’s a gray area between business and

risks. When agents look for ways to make the risk real and the

personal cyber coverage, especially when it comes to working

coverage approachable, they help clients understand the need

from home, there’s typically a clear distinction between the

without getting overwhelmed by the breadth of information and

two. Generally, cyber losses incurred during the course of

options.

doing business can be covered by a business cyber policy or
endorsement. That extends to any breaches that may occur

The future of cyber insurance

while an employee is using a personal device or working from

Cyber threats are not going away. They impact all insureds, small

home. However, while business losses associated with a personal

and large, and bad actors will continue to think of new ways to

device could be covered as part of the business cyber policy or

disrupt business and make money. It’s critical that agents discuss

endorsement, any loss to the personal device itself would not.

cyber risk with their clients early and often. Peace of mind is
invaluable, and today’s cyber insurance options are designed with

Social engineering attacks are on the rise

that in mind. New cost-efficient endorsements like the Liberty
Mutual cyber product offer a great way to provide protection

Social engineering attacks, like targeted ransomware and

while delivering added value through monitoring and training.

misdirected payment fraud, have seen a big uptick in recent
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CASE STUDY:
How One Agency Has Grown
with E&S Expertise and Network Guidance
Kyle McMackin is the owner of Main Street Insurance. The
full-service agency offers personal insurance, commercial
insurance and Medicare plans, as well as retirement
planning services. The agency also provides coverage
for many high-risk accounts that standard carriers are
reluctant to sign. Network support from Smart Choice
has helped Kyle navigate this challenging market.

Getting Started
Like many successful insurance agents, Kyle didn’t always
plan on a career in the insurance industry. After graduating
from college with a health science degree in 2001, he decided
to take a job in insurance, just to try it out.
For the first 10 years, Kyle worked as a captive agent,
but eventually grew tired of being limited to one carrier’s
products, so made the decision to go out on his own and
establish an independent agency.
Getting started as an independent agent wasn’t easy. “We
couldn’t get access to the big-name carriers in the very
beginning,” Kyle says. Despite having worked in the
insurance industry for many years, there was a lot that Kyle
didn’t know about the independent business model. “So,
I started researching cluster and network groups and
discovered Smart Choice.”

Kyle McMackin
Owner, Main Street Insurance

Kyle met with Cary Wilson; Smart Choice’s South Carolina
State Director based in Greenville. Once he joined, and
with Smart Choice in his corner, Kyle was able to gain the
carrier access he needed to give his agency a running start.
“That first year was crucial,” Kyle remembers. “I leaned
heavily on Smart Choice’s commercial team and the
personal lines area too,” he recalls.
Developing an E&S Niche
From the beginning, Kyle’s agency was able to offer coverage
for risks he likely wouldn’t have been able to cover when
he was a captive, thanks to having access to excess and
surplus (E&S) markets. He got started in that niche when he
set out to insure a good friend who owned an environmental company. It was the sort of risk that no standard carrier
would sign, so turning to the E&S market made sense.
Since then, a lot of other clients have faced challenging
insurance situations that Kyle has solved with E&S coverage.
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Today, Kyle estimates that his agency writes equal amounts
of E&S and traditional insurance business – which is no
surprise given the recent shift in the insurance marketplace.
“Greenville is growing so much and the construction
activity around here is insane,” he explains. As a result,
difficult-to-insure risks come up frequently. The same
conditions probably exist in any rapidly growing area with
construction workers who are starting their own contracting businesses. They all need coverage. Many agencies just
say no, but thankfully Kyle feels comfortable and has the
resources to provide solutions for those businesses.

Fortunately, he can always rely on the Smart Choice team
for guidance. When Kyle isn’t sure of the best approach to
take, he is able to call on the knowledgeable reps at Smart
Choice for advice.
“It's really easy just to shoot our rep, Rick Matthews, a text
and say, ‘What do you think about this carrier? Can we get
coverage?’ And they’re on it,” Kyle says. “They handle all
the research and legwork, which saves us hours out of our
busy day.”
Building Lasting Relationships

The E&S market can be useful for all types of accounts
with unique risk exposures. For example, Kyle says he can
usually find insurance for convenience stores, but if the
store is also a liquor store, or if it has a garage attached,
standard carriers may not offer sufficient coverage.
Standard coverage can also be out of reach for unusual
industries, like one commercial client that cleans oil rigs.
Time and again, these E&S market options come to the
rescue.

Kyle believes his agency’s success is attributable to how they
take care of their customers. “We do our due diligence,”
Kyle says. Sometimes this may take an extra day, but if we’re
going to provide an insurance policy, we want to take time
to do it right.”

Advocating for Clients

Kyle rarely loses clients, and typically only because they
relocate, and he’s only lost two accounts to another agency
in all his time as an agency owner. His agency’s success is
built on this high retention rate, and he’s able to achieve it
by covering ALL his clients’ exposures – even the ones that
are extra challenging.

While many agents avoid or shy away from high-risk
accounts, Kyle embraces the challenge. As infrastructure
projects grow, and the market correction continues, he
thinks E&S markets will play an even bigger role. “The need
for these markets will only increase,” he explains.
With E&S, exclusions are the primary complexity, but
exclusions are becoming more of an issue in standard
insurance policies, too. As it turns out, dealing with
exclusions can actually be easier with E&S. “The good
thing about E&S coverage is that we can sometimes
negotiate it,” Kyle says. “We can tell them that an
exclusion is unacceptable, and they may be able to make
an adjustment,” he explains.

The strategy appears to be working. “We've never
advertised,” Kyle says, explaining that their business has
grown primarily from referrals.

Having access to E&S markets and guidance through Smart
Choice is essential. Without it, Main Street Insurance
would lose a major source of revenue, and all the cross-sold
insurance products that E&S clients also purchase.
Be sure you are maximizing your agency's E&S potential
with Smart Choice Express Markets program.
Visit www.expressmarkets.com to learn more.
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INSURANCE SOLUTIONS

Workers’
Compensation
We distinguish our Workers’ Compensation coverage by
providing a host of value-added services before, during,
and after a claim. With offerings such as up-front loss
control measures to identify and correct occupational
hazards, responsive claims handling, and the facilitation
of quality medical care (when an accident does occur),
we’ve been protecting our policyholders and their
employees for decades.

Product Highlights
•

Competitive, tiered price structure

•

Discounts based on certain business characteristics

•

Group dividend plans for select classes

•

Individual dividends for larger policyholders

•

Flexible payment options including pay-as-you-go with
hundreds of participating payroll service providers

Learn more about all of our products at www.guard.com.

Please direct appointment inquiries to
your Smart Choice Territory Manager.

Target Customers
Artisan Contractors
Auto Service & Repair
Hotels/Motels
Light Manufacturing
Professional Offices
Restaurants
Retail & Grocery Stores
Service-Related Businesses
Wholesalers & Distributors
And More!

Not all Berkshire Hathaway GUARD Insurance Companies
provide the products described herein nor are all available
in all states. Visit www.guard.com/states/ to see our
current product suite and operating area.

Give up nothing
Pay nothing
Get a lot
Why do agents join
Smart Choice?
• Agents that join Smart Choice retain ownership
of their policies period. That’s right, agents own
what they already have, own policies they write
in the future and give up nothing.

•	Agents pay no startup fees, monthly fees,
maintenance fees, or exit fees, ever. Agents are
free to be as active with Smart Choice as they
want – all while paying zero fees.

Partnering with Smart Choice gives agents the opportunity to grow their
business without risking part of their business to do so! We help you get
appointed with top-tier carriers that your customers and prospects want.
Our Smart Start program enhances your efforts to expand your product
offerings while supporting you in the underwriting process. We can get
you access to excess and surplus carriers through our Express Markets
program, so you don’t have to turn away potential clients. Plus, we have
an entire team of experts to assist you as you grow.

And that’s why agents join Smart Choice!

WWW.SMARTCHOICEAGENTS.COM

|

888.264.3388

